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Project: yourself. Create a home that’s as individual
as you are with a little expert help
from Baggeridge.

Self-build is all about self expression. It’s about having the
freedom to create your own unique home; a truly personal
living space, which reflects your individual character and
lifestyle perfectly.

The choice of cladding materials is key to the success of
any self-build project. It is the most important element
affecting the appearance and performance of your property.

Brick offers you the best of both worlds. It is beautiful
and practical. It combines timeless visual appeal with a
natural strength and durability no other cladding material
can match.

And Baggeridge brings you the finest brick range there is.

Specially selected for the self-build market, our premium
quality Rudgwick, Gilt and Sovereign stock bricks provide
the inspiration for homes of real character and distinction. 

The rich variety of colours and textures available offer
a whole world of creative possibilities for those with a
constructive imagination. And with a comprehensive
range of pavers to complement your brickwork choice,
Baggeridge suits your self-build requirements right down
to the ground.

Offering free design advice and technical support,
Baggeridge delivers the best bricks and the best back up
to turn your dream home into a reality.

A3 size photocards of each brick type are available by calling
01902 880555 or emailing, self-build@baggeridge.co.uk

Think Baggeridge. Not average.
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front cover; main: Reclaimed Shire Sovereign Stock –
picture courtesy of Francis Jackson Homes

front cover; inset left: Multi Brindled Dragfaced Cobble with Blue Riven circle

opposite left: Red Multi Rudgwick Stock ATR

this page; top: Oast Russet Sovereign Stock

next down: Red Brindled Dragfaced Chamfered Pavers

middle left: Multi Brindled Dragfaced Chamfered Pavers

middle right: Chelsea Flower Show 2002, Buff & Blue Dragfaced Cobbles

bottom: Castilian Russet Sovereign Stock
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The Premium Choice
Think of the traditional appeal of brickwork -
think of the variety of stock bricks from Baggeridge. 

Three very distinctive types of stock brick in the
Baggeridge range offer self-builders the potential to
achieve the desired effect in any region and within
any budget.

Baggeridge uses different processes to manufacture
Rudgwick, Gilt and Sovereign stock bricks, resulting
in different appearance characteristics which can be
used to enhance any self-build design.

RUDGWICK
For beauty and performance
Choose the genuine tradition from Baggeridge with
the Rudgwick range. Rudgwick stocks are clamp fired
and combine the outstanding beauty of naturally
warm, deep colour with superb performance,
offering high strength and FL-rated durability. An
array of complementary special-shaped bricks, pavers
and fireplace briquettes helps complete the picture of
established perfection.

GILT
Kiln-fired for perfection
Gilt stock bricks are sand-moulded and kiln-fired,
achieving an attractive texture which complements
their rich plain and multi colours.

SOVEREIGN
Creative options
Sovereign stock bricks are water-struck and kiln-fired
resulting in a smoother, more subtle texture than a
sand-struck brick.

The wide variety of Baggeridge Sovereign stocks
provides scope for numerous creative options on
traditional themes.

The soft textures of these water-struck bricks are
enhanced by the extensive colour range.
The outstanding selection of colours includes
shades of red, cream, orange, yellow and the unique
blue which is perfect for achieving features without
disrupting the continuity of brickwork texture. 

STOCK BRICKS red

Medium Dark Sea Sand Multi
Rudgwick Stock FL

R112

Autumn Russet Sovereign Stock
FL  

H105

Blended Red Multi Gilt Stock
FL

G107

Mellowed Red Sovereign Stock
FL  

H103

New Red Multi Gilt Stock
FL

G112

Oast Russet Sovereign Stock
FL  

H109

Oxidium Red Sovereign Stock
FL

K303

Paragon Antique Red Multi
(Wirecut)  FL

H234

Sea Sand Multi Rudgwick
Stock ATR FL

R114

Sirocco Russet Sovereign Stock
FL

K317

Castilian Russet Sovereign Stock
FL

K316

Hearted Red Multi Gilt Stock
FL

G103

Malthouse Red Multi Sovereign
Stock FL

K318

Medium Dark Red Multi Rudgwick
Stock FL

R101

Reclaimed Shire Sovereign Stock
FL  

H110

Red Gilt Stock
FL

G106

Red Multi Rudgwick Stock ATR
FL

R105

Wyndham Red Multi Stock
FL

SG204

Red Multi Sovereign Stock
FL

K307

Smoked Russet Sovereign Stock
FL  

H107

Wyndham Light Red Multi Stock
FL

SG203
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B-BRICK®

Baggeridge are delighted to offer
self-builders an exclusive and
innovative brick concept which
delivers real ‘B’enefits!

The Baggeridge B-Brick is fashioned to offer a
normal, uninterrupted brick face on one side
whilst the opposite face is indented to give the
impression of two separate half-bricks when
mortared into place. It’s two bricks in one.

It’s a very practical example of modern
technique and manufacture combining to
facilitate traditional appearance and appeal.
Self-builders once again have the opportunity to
revisit and employ the charm and character of
old bond designs such as ‘English Bond’ and
‘Header Bond’. In recent years these wonderful,
centuries-old styles have otherwise been made
impractical by modern cavity wall requirements.

The B-Brick is a registered design
and is available from Baggeridge
in the Rudgwick Red Multi colour.
Other types and colours will soon
be available. Please ask for details.
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yellow

Medium Dark Yellow Multi
Rudgwick Stock FL

R121

Antique Yellow Gilt Stock
FL

G114

Oriel Yellow Multi Gilt Stock  
FL

SG201

Smoked Yellow Multi Gilt Stock
FL

G111

Yellow Gilt Stock
FL

G101

Yellow Multi Gilt Stock
FL

G102

Original Blue Sovereign Stock
FL

K301

Yellow Multi Rudgwick Stock
ATR FL

R124

Blue Sovereign Stock  
FL

K309

Staffordshire Smooth Blue Solid
(Wirecut)  FL

S101

B -BRICKorange

Blended Orange Gilt Stock
FL

G108

Orange Gilt Stock
FL

G104

Orange Multi Gilt Stock
FL

G110

Smoked Orange Multi Gilt Stock
FL

G109

Wyndham Orange Multi Stock
FL

SG202

buff & cream

Antique Cream Gilt Stock
FL

G113

Buff Multi Sovereign Stock
FL

K308

Arizona Buff Multi Sovereign
Stock FL

K304

blue

STOCK BRICKS

Registered Design No 2099415
B-Brick is a UK and European Registered Trademark
No 2257214A & 2257214B

this page; below:
Wyndham Orange Multi Stock
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SPECIAL SHAPES
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Origins
Natural clay paving
TheRange to bring reality 
to your dreams

Fade free

Strong and durable

Frost resistant

Resistant to oil and
grease

Easy to maintain

Environmentally
compatible

Designed to complement individual style and taste perfectly,
the Origins range of natural clay paving will help transform
your house into a beautiful home. The extensive selection
of colours, textures and options for gardens, patios and
driveways allows exceptional scope to create the effect of
your choice.

Attractive appearance and outstanding quality make Origins
paving products the choice of professionals. They know that
they can rely on the Origins range for lasting beauty and
long-term performance:

Red Multi Rudgwick Stock 
Square-Edged Barn Paver

Blue Vintage
Brindled Paver

Red Vintage Paver

Standard 
Standard rectangular pavers have the familiar proportions of block paving,
given new life in the Origins range through the superb choice of colours and
textures. Standard pavers can be laid in a variety of interesting bond patterns
such as basketweave, running bond and herringbone bond. Attractive effects
can also be achieved by combining colours or integrating standard pavers
with cobbles.

Red Dragfaced Cobble

Buff Multi Tumbled Cobble

Red Brindled
Dragfaced Cobble

Multi Brindled
Dragfaced Cobble

Blue Tumbled Cobble

Buff Multi
Dragfaced Cobble

Red Tumbled Cobble Red Brindled
Tumbled Cobble

Multi Brindled
Tumbled Cobble

Blue Dragfaced Cobble

Buff Tumbled Cobble

Cobbles
The small scale of cobbles makes them ideal for achieving a traditional setting and allows attractive curved
shapes or patterns to be created. Cobbles are available in a varied range of colours and sizes with either
dragfaced or tumbled textures.

Vintage Pavers
Vintage Pavers from Baggeridge combine a unique visual appeal with
the practical advantages of high quality strength and durability.

The pavers clearly reflect the character of ‘period’ style properties
yet offer a touch of distinction and elegance that can enhance even
the most modern homes.

Barn Pavers
Barn pavers, with their larger size,
traditional stock texture and
warm colours are the perfect
companion to older dwellings or
to add character to newer homes.

Special-shaped bricks, including stock brick types,
provide exceptional freedom of expression for
achieving both functional features and ornamentation,
contributing significantly to the visual effect and
performance of the completed structure.

Baggeridge manufactures an outstanding selection of 
special-shaped bricks - including British Standard or
purpose-made products - in colours and textures to
complement the range of facing bricks.

With so many special bricks in our range, and the
ability to craft designs to your specific requirements,
Baggeridge can provide the bricks to complete your
project no matter how unique.

Shown below is a selection of our most popular
‘special’ bricks:

Special Shapes

7 ways to give your brickwork
a ‘special’ finishing touch

PAVERS

Single Bullnose
(left and right hand)
BN.1

Double Bullnose
BN.2

Squint (left and right hand)
AN.1

Single Cant (left and right hand)
AN.5

Double Cant
AN.6

Plinth Stretcher
PL.3

Plinth Header
PL.2

Buff Dragfaced
Chamfered Paver

Sea Sand Multi Rudgwick
Stock Chamfered Paver

Blue Riven
Chamfered Paver

Buff Brindled Dragfaced
Chamfered Paver

Red Dragfaced
Chamfered Paver

Blue Smooth
Chamfered Paver

Red Smooth
Chamfered Paver

Red Multi Rudgwick Stock
Chamfered Paver

Red Multi Rudgwick Stock 
Square-Edged Paver

Red Brindled Dragfaced 
Chamfered Paver

Blue Dragfaced
Chamfered Paver

Multi Brindled Dragfaced
Chamfered Paver

Buff Multi Dragfaced 
Chamfered Paver

Red Multi Vintage Paver

this page: Blue Vintage Brindled Paver

this page; above: Buff Multi Dragfaced
Cobbles

below: Buff Multi & Blue Dragfaced
Chamfered Paver

Below are some examples of designs inspired by the range
of pavers. For more information or to discuss your specific
project, please call Baggeridge Design Services Department
on 01902 880555 or email, design@baggeridge.co.uk

www.origins-pavers.co.uk
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YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED
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How many bricks will I need to build my house?
The answer to this question will obviously depend on the
size of your home and the size of the bricks that you select.
Baggeridge have designed a special calculator to help you
to establish how many bricks you will need once you know
the size of your home. This device can also be used to
calculate how many specials or pavers you will need.
It is available in the Baggeridge self-build pack and also
on-line. Call 01902 880555 for your copy or visit
www.baggeridge.co.uk

Why should I use bricks to build my house?
Clay bricks have been used for centuries for homebuilding.
The natural properties of clay make them a good choice as
they combine durability with a variety of aesthetic choices.

How can I ensure that my brickwork looks good?
Successful brickwork is the result of the combination of three
key factors: good design, good materials and good
workmanship. Although the standard of workmanship on site
is the prime responsibility of the brickwork contractor, the
self-builder can exert an influence by observation of work in
progress and by ensuring adequate supervision is maintained.

From the moment that bricks are delivered onto site, care
should be taken that they are handled and stored in such a
way as to minimise damage.

Bricks should be off-loaded onto a level hardstanding. This
avoids distortion of the pack which could otherwise lead to
chipping. The hardstanding should be located as close as
possible to the point of usage to minimise handling of the
bricks which can result in unacceptable levels of damage.

Baggeridge Brick prime products are delivered to site in
polythene-wrapped packs to reduce the risk of bricks
becoming dirty before use. However, open packs should be
covered with waterproof sheeting or tarpaulin to avoid the
risk of unsightly staining problems which can occur if bricks
become saturated.

One of the attractive features of natural materials such as clay
bricks is the characteristic variation in shade that inevitably
occurs. However, as the finished work should be free from
unsightly colour banding or patching, it is important to ensure
that bricks are well blended by the brickwork contractor.

Although colour blending is undertaken during the
manufacturing process there is a need to mix the bricks on
site, taking them from a minimum of three packs at one time.
Packs should be broken down by taking bricks from a top
corner and working diagonally towards the opposite bottom
corner. Bricks should not be taken layer by layer, either
horizontally or vertically.

Why should I use clay paving for my landscaping?
Clay paving is the ideal choice for a quality driveway or
patio. Appearance is key but, all too often, the original
characteristics of many products deteriorate and quickly
become a disappointment. Clay paving not only endures
but even improves with age. They are made to perform
so withstand the rigours of everyday garden activities.
Their appearance will not fade or diminish over time.

What is the difference between FL and ML
designated bricks?
These letters stand for Frost Resistant with Low soluble
salts (FL) and Moderately Frost resistant with Low soluble
salts (ML). In some situations only bricks which are classified
as FL are suitable – using any other classification could mean
problems in the future. Baggeridge supply a simple leaflet –
Choosing the Right Brick – which is included in our self-
build pack. Alternatively call 01902 880555 for your copy.

If you have any other technical or design questions
further information is available on our websites,
www.baggeridge.co.uk, www.origins-pavers.co.uk or
www.archifacts.co.uk. Alternatively you can contact
our Design Services Department on 01902 880555,
or e-mail: self-build@baggeridge.co.uk

106 Churchside is a four-bedroomed, detached property designed by
London based architects Heber-Percy & Parker for Mr & Mrs Rose.

The property is based in a conservation area and ‘Sea Sand Multi
Rudgwick Stock ATR’ bricks were chosen in keeping with adjoining
properties. A key feature of the house is its windows by stained-glass
artist Alan Spark from Bradford-on-Avon which complement the
warm colour of the bricks.

Initially there was considerable public opposition to the demolition of
an existing bungalow, therefore the design proposals centred on the
enhancement of the site through the new house. A single-storey,
pitched-roof construction accommodates a breakfast room, utility
room and garage, keeping this part of the building to low level in line
with the requirements of the planning officers. The remainder of the
house is two-storeys.

The house features brick arches from Baggeridge chosen in colours
to contrast with the main body of brickwork. In addition, carved
brickwork details the client’s, architect’s and contractor’s names
with the year of inception.

Case Study

CASE STUDY

opposite left: Red Multi Rudgwick Stock ATR

this page; all pics: Sea Sand Multi Rudgwick Stock ATR
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Fir Street, Sedgley, Dudley, West Midlands DY3 4AA England

Telephone: 01902 880555  Fax: 01902 880432

E-mail: self-build@baggeridge.co.uk

Website: www.baggeridge.co.uk

Every effort has been made to reproduce accurately the brick colours and

textures within the limitations of the printing process; however, variations

may occur and it is therefore strongly recommended that samples are

obtained prior to specification.

As with other natural materials, a degree of shade variation is normal

between different batches of bricks. Although colour blending takes place

during the manufacturing process, bricks should be mixed on site in line with

standard working practice, taking them from a minimum of three packs.

Special requirements for closer colour tolerances within packs of bricks as

supplied should be discussed with the Design Services Department.

Baggeridge facing bricks, engineering bricks and pavers are produced to

meet the specifications contained in the current British Standards. Data

given in this catalogue relates to current standards, but all information will

be subject to review with the introduction of European standards.

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
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